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Screening current-induced magnetic field of
REBCO coils
 Mechanism：
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field
遮蔽電流 current
Screening

Coil field,
+Bc

Screening
field,
-Bs

Apparent field
B0 = Bc - Bs
 Problems：
 hysteresis effect of the central magnetic field
 reduction in the central magnetic field intensity
 a magnetic field drift with time
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Fundamental method of reduction of screening
current-induced magnetic field for REBCO coils
Screening current field Bs∝w・Is
w： filament width
Mono-filamentary
tape conductor

Is: screening current

〜100μm

Multi-filamentary
tape conductor

Copper Stabilizer

Silver Overlayer
REBCO-HTS

4〜12 mm

Buffer Stack
Hastelloy Substrate

4〜12 mm
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Purpose
To clarify the reduction effect of screening
current-induced magnetic field for REBCO coils
wound with multi-filamentary tape conductors.
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Experimental procedure
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Experiment coils (the same dimensions)
4 mm width mono-filamentary
conductor coil

4 mm width 3-filament tape
conductor coil
(filament width:1.33 mm)

4 mm

4 mm 1.33 mm

Hall sensor
REBCO HTS made by SuperPower Ltd.
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monofilamentary tape
conductor coil

3-filament tape
conductor coil
(filament
width:1.33 mm)

Conductor width (mm)

4.0

4.0

Conductor thickness(mm)

0.1

0.1

Ic @ 77K, conductor (A)

110

110

Parameters

(Before scribing)

n value for conductor

30

30
(Before scribing)

Length of conductor (m)

16.8

16.8

30 ; 38 ; 26.4

30 ; 37 ; 27.5

3

3

27 x 2

27 x 2

Ic @ 77K, coil (A)

50

40

n value for coil

25

14

Coil i.d. ; o.d. ; h (mm)
Number of double pancake coil
Number of turns for one double
pancake coil
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Experimental results
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Experimental results
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Screening current field, Bs (G)

Screening current field, Bs (G)

mono-filamentary tape
conductor coil
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Reduction
effect
ofB
screening
Screening
current
field
s∝w・Is
current field is more effective in
w： filament width Is: screening current
high load factor area!
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Numerical simulation
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Numerical simulation method
■Current density in YBCO layer (Superconductor thin strip model)
2t 2 N 1
J m,i (t  t )  J m,i (t ) 
K ij Em, j (t )  m (t )  y j B r m (t )

0 d j





(m  1,..., M ; i  1,...,2 N )

■Power law E-J characteristics
Em , j

 J m, j
 Ec 
 Jcm






n

Superconductor thin strip
(E.H.Brandt et. al, PRB 49, 9024-9040 1994)

(m  1,..., M )

YBCO tape

Bzm
Bc

1. Simultaneously solve the
equations for current
density
-B
2. Calculate the screening
field based on the
current density
Bs is calculated
distribution
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Comparison of experimental & simulation results
3-filament tape conductor coil
(filament width:1.33 mm)

Exp.
Sim.
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167 G
0

275.4 G
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Screening current field, Bs (G)

Screening current field, Bs (G)

mono-filamentary tape
conductor coil

Exp.
Sim.
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72.8 G
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89 G
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 The amplitude of the hysteresis:
39 % of errors occurred

-1

0
1
Load factor (I / Ic)

18 % of errors occurred

 The straight line domains accord with experimental results
 Screening field remains

Screening field is close to zero
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Further investigation
It has been proved about the accuracy of the
numerical simulation. This part will show a further
investigation on the effect of multi-filamentary tape
coils based on simulation.
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Effect of multi-filamentary tape conductors
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Sim. 2-filament tape conductor coil (n=25)
Sim. 3-filament tape conductor coil (n=25)
Sim. 5-filament tape conductor coil (n=25)

Bs∝w・Is

w： filament width
Is: screening current
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The reduction effect of screening current field becomes
Sim. mono-filamentary tape conductor coil (n=15)
remarkable
with
Sim. 3-filament
tape conductor
coilincrease
(n=15) in load factor!
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Conclusion
Using multi-filamentary tape conductors has a
notable effect to reduce screening current-induced
field in the high load factor area.
To use multi-filamentary tape conductors and to
operate REBCO coils for high load factor are
important.
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Thank you very much for your attention!
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